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Develop accountability reporting and consequences for lack of results 6. You must first define what you are
precisely looking for so you may begin searching for the ideal members. In order to be the extension of why
the agent was hired, the team must know what that is, then create a plan to emulate it as often as possible.
Your brand is what your customers think you are! Step 8: Conduct your self-inventory SWOT analysis Part of
building a business plan is taking stock of your own strengths and weaknesses so you know where you can
improve in  Think of the brands that you use often and realize how consistent it is. Yes or No Answering and
reviewing these questions is critical to the success of this program and the growth of your team! What is the
hourly rate you desire? Know why your brand exists. The primary office and lead tracking system is: 8. Or
gaze at a red planet and see a laboratory on wheels? Yes or No 3. Often during your interactions with people
they are expecting to see what they already know to be true from the agent, but the team may not even realize
it. YOU may start to understand the magnitude of the business you have created, because the development of a
strong and profitable team will require work! Notify your extended team members on what you are looking
for. Step 5: Choose your core lead sources The next step is to analyze what lead sources have worked well for
you in the past and which you will rely on in  They explore. Knowing the desired outcome allows you to
create a team that can hit the target. These resources produce the best people available. We have at least five
lead sources that generate closed sales monthly. What is sometimes missed in a job description is, extension of
the agent - do you know what that means? The more work done NOW on developing these systems, the better
the return on your money! If they are off track of their schedule remind them that it will cut into their personal
time Assist them in working smarter, not longer If possible, keep their calendar for them Train them to have
you set appointments for anything other than clients Keep them on target with reminders well in advance of
appointments 4. Yes or No Are the standards and responsibilities of each position clearly defined in the job
description based on the team leader s perception? Your brand isn t what you say you are. While analyzing
these numbers, be sure to note where your transactions are coming from and where you can seek out new
growth opportunities. You need to make it happen. Tell me how much real estate experience you have in
managing listings and escrows? Yes or No 7. Utilize this basic outline to begin creating your desired team.
The most successful teams have structures that support massive growth year after year, and that does not
happen by accident. In obtaining the highest ROI, here is a place where outcome measured reports can provide
massive clarity to the team on how to grow the business and ensure you are highly profitable and market
proof! Are you where you want to be? There are several administrative layers within a team that develop,
based on where the team is in the growth process. They invent. These guides are based on traditional models
and as the CEO Agent, creating an outline specifically for your team is necessary. Have you heard of the
phrase, How do you show up? In essence, you have begun your Policy and Procedures manual. On a daily
basis your team is in action on activities that will ensure that your goals will be achieved, but everyone can get
side tracked by the many demands of the day and of life. The organizational chart below will give you a
general structure of the flow of the team structure. You are exactly where you are because of choices you as
the CEO agent have made! The TOP 5 ongoing responsibilities and desired results: What are the top 3 ways
this position primarily impacts the agent, current clients and leads? Because the people who are crazy enough
to think they can change the World We use a systemized approach to my daily schedule with active
prospecting.


